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New Indoor Catalogue 2023 

The Gervasoni collections find expression in a joumey through different living contexts, city penthouses, 
contemporary lofts and elegant mansions immersed in nature. 
Explore our captivating brand-new Catalogue and unlock a world of inspiration! 

( Oiscover more ) 

#Gervason/Nsight 

Focus on: Yaku Collection 

lntroducing Yaku: where Simplicity and Elegance Embrace. 
Yaku collection is characterised by linear features, simplicity and elegance, where wood and tts veins have the leading 
rote. 
Acollection composed of dioing tables and benches, where the tenn Yaku is a reference to the Japanese tradition of 
experimenting with the combination of simple elements and refined compositions. 

( Discover more ) 

#Gervason/Ntour 

Le Dimore dell'ldris 

The breakfast lounge in the "Le Dimore dell'ldris" hotel complex overlooks the ancient city of Matera, nestled 
in the imposing rocl<y spur that dominates the Sasso Caveoso district. The interior has been enhanced 
without altering its originai materiai character, leaving exposed all the architectural etements made of tuff 
blocks and strips of excavated rock. 
Thanks to the perfect combination of modem and traditional, the fumishings in Gervasoni's Gray collection 
perfectly complement the design concept, preserving the discreet colours of tne atmosphere lo create a 
sense of continuity between inside and outside. 

( Oiscover more ) 

Cruise Ship lnteriors Expo 2023 

Stand 551 
6 June 2023 110.00 am -5.00 pm 
7 June 2023110.00 am -4.30 pm 

Miami Beach Convention Center 
Miami Beach, Florida 
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Shanghai Design Week 2023 

Hall 1 - Stand 1 E25 
8 June 2023 I 10.00 am -8.00 pm 
9-11 June 2023110.00 am - 6.00 pm

Shanghai World EXPO Exhibition & Convention 
Center 
1099 Guozhan Road, Pudong New Aiea, Shanghai 
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https://gervasoni1882.com/en/news/new-indoor-catalog-2023
https://gervasoni1882.com/en/yaku-c18645
https://gervasoni1882.com/en/le-dimore-dell-idris-p3310
https://gervasoni1882.com/en/download/142/Asset/14173
https://gervasoni1882.com/en/download/142/Asset/14178
https://gervasoni1882.com/en/download/142/Asset/14177

